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HOW TO CALCULATE
THE RETURN ON YOUR PORTFOLIO
By Maria Crawford Scott

For portfolios with
significant additions
or withdrawals, determining the return can
be complex, and the
approach used depends in part on
what you are trying to
measure.

George Pearson thinks he had a pretty good year last year. He saw his
portfolio grow from $260,000 at the beginning of the year to $356,714 by
year-end. But part of that growth was due to a fairly large addition to his
portfolio—$50,000 he received from a small inheritance mid-year. He also
made a series of withdrawals—$1,200 each quarter—and he added $5,000 to
his portfolio toward the end of the year.
So, how did he really do? What George needs to do is to figure out the
return on his portfolio.
WHAT’S IN A RETURN?
An investor’s total portfolio return consists of the change in value of the
portfolio, plus any income provided by the portfolio during the investment
period. Translating this into an equation, assuming no additions or withdrawals, is relatively simple; it compares the ending value to the beginning value to
determine a percentage change in value:
End Portfolio Value
Begin Portfolio Value

− 1 × 100 = Return (%)

Using the equation for George’s portfolio results in a 37% increase in value.
But for George’s situation, this is misleading—although his portfolio did
increase 37% last year, a good part of that was due to his own cash infusion
into the portfolio. This equation, then, does not answer his question concerning how well his invested assets performed.
The most accurate measure of portfolio performance is the internal rate of
return, also known as the compound return. This provides the actual return
that the portfolio received over a certain time period, taking into consideration all “cash flows” and their timing. How do cash flows affect the return?
Money added to the original investment is not part of the investment’s
return, but anything the addition earns is part of the return. For example, if
you add $1,000 to a portfolio at the beginning of the year, it works for you
(or against you, if the investment sours) for a longer time than if you were to
put it in at the end of the year; yet in both situations, you have added the
same amount—$1,000—to the same original portfolio value.
The formula for determining a compound total return is too complex to do
by hand. Instead, a financial calculator or computer is needed; many financial
software programs exist to help investors accurately determine their return.
(Table 2 at the end of this article provides a list of the more popular programs.)
George, however, doesn’t have a computer or financial calculator. How can
he measure his portfolio return? There are several measures George can use to
determine an approximate return on his portfolio.

THE APPROXIMATION METHOD
One approach is to use the approximation formula. It is relatively simple and
reasonably accurate—close enough to make an informed decision. The
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TABLE 1. MEASURING PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE
Market
Value
12/31/96
($)
Current Holdings
Money Market Fund
Common Stocks
Stock Mutual Fund
Bond Fund
Total

First Quarter
Market
Net
Additions
Value
(Withdrawals) 3/31/97
($)
($)

27,000
52,000
128,000
53,000
260,000

(1,200)

(1,200)

Second Quarter
Net
Market
Additions
Value
(Withdrawals) 6/30/97
($)
($)

26,205
57,044
138,496
54,060
275,805

(1,200)
50,000
48,800

25,398
62,235
197,498
55,142
340,273

Third Quarter
Net
Market
Additions
Value
(Withdrawals) 9/30/97
($)
($)
(1,200)

(1,200)

24,579
64,911
201,843
56,244
347,577

Fourth Quarter
Net
Market
Additions
Value
(Withdrawals) 12/31/97
($)
($)
(1,200)

5,000
3,800

23,748
66,534
204,063
62,369
356,714

Approximate Return Equation
Ending Value – 0.50(Net Additions*)
– 1.00 × 100 = Return (%)
Beginning Value + 0.50(Net Additions*)
Total Additions
Total Withdrawals
Net Additions

55,000
(4,800)
50,200

$356,714 – 0.50($50,200) – 1.00 × 100 =
$260,000 + 0.50($50,200)

331,614
– 1.00 × 100 = 16.3%
285,100

Time–Weighted Return
(Assumes additions and withdrawals are made at the end of each period. To the e×tent that additions and withdrawals occur earlier, the
equation will be less accurate.)

Quarterly Returns:
End Quarter Value – Net Additions*
– 1.00 × 100 = Return (%)
Begin Quarter Value

In this e×ample:
First Quarter Return:

$275,805 – (–$1,200)
– 1.00 × 100 = 6.5%
$260,000

Third Quarter Return:

$347,577 – (–$1,200) – 1.00 × 100 = 2.5%
$340,273

Second Quarter Return: $340,273 – ($48,800)
– 1.00 × 100 = 5.7%
$275,805

Fourth Quarter Return

$356,714 – ($3,800) – 1.00 × 100 = 1.5%
$347,577

Annual Return:
[(1+ 1st Q Return**) × (1 + 2nd Q Return**) × (1 + 3rd Q Return**) × (1 + 4th Q Return**) – 1.00] × 100 = Return (%)
In this e×ample:
[(1.065 × 1.057 × 1.025 × 1.015) – 1.00] × 100 = 17.1%

Weighted Portfolio Return Equation
(Begin Year % Allocation × Asset 1 Return) + (Begin Year % Allocation × Asset 2 Return) + . . .[for all holdings] = Portfolio Return (%)

In this e×ample:

Money Market Fund
Common Stocks
Stock Mutual Fund
Bond Fund

Beginning Year
Annual
Allocation
Return**
10.4%
×
0.0614
20.0%
×
0.2795
49.2%
×
0.1906
20.4%
×
0.0824
Weighted Portfolio Return

=
=
=
=

Weighted
Return
0.64%
5.59%
9.39%
1.68%
17.3%

* Use net withdrawals, a negative number, if total withdrawals are greater than total additions; remember that subtracting a negative number
is equivalent to adding a positive number
** Return in decimal form––for e×ample, 10% = 0.10
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information needed to perform the
calculation is contained in brokerage
and mutual fund statements.
The return calculation compares
ending values to beginning values
and adjusts for net additions or
withdrawals by subtracting 50% of
net additions from the ending value
and adding 50% to the beginning
value. The 50% adjustment to both
the beginning and ending values
creates a midpoint average for the
cash flows no matter when they
were actually made. The equation is
more accurate when additions and
withdrawals are relatively periodic,
and are not large (greater than 10%)
relative to total portfolio value.
Table 1 illustrates the equation for
George’s portfolio: Half of his net
additions of $50,200 are subtracted
from the $356,714 ending value, and
half are added to the $260,000
beginning value; dividing the adjusted ending value by the adjusted
beginning value and subtracting 1.0
results in a portfolio return of
16.3%. That compares to an internal rate of return for the portfolio of
16.5% (the IRR calculation was
performed using Captool, a popular
portfolio management program).
In this example, George’s net
additions of $50,200 represent a
substantial portion of his total
portfolio value. However, the bulk
of the addition—$50,000—occurred
mid-year, so the approximate return
equation is relatively close to the
more accurate internal rate of return
figure. If George’s $50,000 addition
had occurred at a different time, the
approximation equation would be
less accurate.
TIME-WEIGHTED RETURNS
Another measure of portfolio
performance, particularly useful
when large additions or withdrawals
are made, is to determine the timeweighted return.
This method is relatively straightforward: Returns are determined for
each subperiod up to the point in
time when the addition or with-

drawal occurs, and for the subperiod
after the addition or withdrawal.
These subperiod returns are then
linked together (compounded) to
produce a total return for the overall
period. To link together the
subperiod returns, you simply add
1.0 to each subperiod return (in
decimal form), and multiply all the
subperiod factors. This approach is
illustrated in Table 1.
The most accurate time-weighted
return would be one in which the
subperiods are based on the portfolio
value on the days in which the actual
addition or withdrawal occurred. In
practical terms, this may be difficult
for many investors, since brokerage
and mutual fund statements provide
only end-of-month valuations. As an
approximation, you can assume that
the addition or withdrawal occurred
at the end of the month. Make sure,
however, to exclude the cash addition or withdrawal from the ending
portfolio value of the subperiod in
which the addition or withdrawal
occurred, and include the addition or
withdrawal in the following
subperiod’s beginning portfolio
value.
Confused? The example in Table 1
illustrates George’s time-weighted
return using quarterly subperiods,
and assumes that the additions and
withdrawals occurred at the end of
each quarter. For example, at the
end of the first quarter, George
withdrew $1,200, and had an endquarter portfolio value of $275,805.
To determine his first-quarter return,
he assumes the withdrawal has not
yet occurred (he adds it back in), so
that his first quarter ending portfolio
value is $277,005. He divides this by
his beginning quarter portfolio value
of $260,000, subtracts 1.0, and
determines a first-quarter return of
6.5%.
For the second quarter return, his
beginning value takes into consideration the $1,200 first-quarter cash
withdrawal—$275,805, while his
end-of-quarter value excludes the net
additions that occurred at the end of
the second quarter.

Linking the four quarterly returns
produces a time-weighted return of
17.1% in George’s portfolio, as
shown in Table 1.
Why the difference between
George’s time-weighted return and
his compound total return?
The time-weighted return excludes
the timing influence of the cash
flows. This is particularly important
when comparing the decisionmaking abilities of whoever is
managing the portfolio’s assets. For
instance, assume you start out the
year with $100,000 in a portfolio of
stocks, and you are able to add
$5,000 to this portfolio during the
year. If you add the money at the
beginning of the year, your end-ofyear amount would be different than
if you added it later in the year, and
it would depend on returns over
different time periods. However, the
difference in the year-end amounts
would not be due to your stockpicking ability, but rather to the
timing of the additional funds.
In George’s situation, part of his
assets (the addition) were invested
for only part of the year in which
returns were positive in all quarters.
The compound return on his assets
of 16.3% reflects the impact of the
timing of this cash flow on his
invested assets, while his timeweighted return of 17.1% excludes
the impact of the cash flow.

WEIGHTED PORTFOLIO
RETURNS
Another approach to portfolio
measurement is to measure the total
by measuring the components—a
weighted portfolio return.
This approach is relatively
straightforward (see Table 1),
assuming you can get the total
return of your portfolio components
from published sources, or from
your brokerage account statement
for individual stock holdings, and
assuming you haven’t made significant additions or withdrawals. First,
you determine the percentage of the
portfolio represented by each
AAII Journal/April 1998
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holding at the beginning of the year.
For example, George’s beginningyear portfolio was composed of:
10.4% in a money market fund;
20.0% in individual stocks; 49.2% in
a stock fund and 20.4% in a bond
fund.
These percentage holdings at the
beginning of the period are multiplied by the return for the holding
over the period to determine a
weighted return. For instance,
George’s stock fund returned
19.06% for the year, and represented
49.2% of his portfolio; the fund
therefore contributed 9.39% (49.2%
× 0.1906) to his overall portfolio
return during the year.
Adding up the weighted component returns provides the total
portfolio return. The result for
George’s portfolio is 17.3%.
WHICH ONE IS RIGHT?
Can returns that are 1% apart for
the same portfolio both be right?

The answer is no, but sometimes
one may be more appropriate to use
depending on your circumstances
and what exactly it is that you are
trying to measure.
A mutual fund’s reported return is
an internal rate of return—a compound total return. That’s because
the timing of cash flows into and
out of the fund will have an impact
on fund performance, and individual
shareholders.
Investment managers, on the other
hand, are required to use timeweighted returns when reporting
their performance for individual
accounts. That’s because a prospective client needs a measure of the
decision-making ability of the
manager that excludes the effect of
cash inflows and outflows that are
beyond the manager’s control.
Here are some guidelines about
which to use when measuring your
portfolio:
• If cash inflows and outflows to
your portfolio are not substantial

(the net amounts represent less
than 10% of the total portfolio
value), all of the approaches will
provide similar returns.
• If cash inflows and outflows are
substantial, and you want to
determine how well your invested
assets performed—in other words,
how much your money earned for
you during the year—you should
use a calculator or computer
program that can perform an
internal rate of return calculation.
• If cash inflows and outflows are
substantial and you want to
measure your success as a decision-maker—how well did your
selection of assets perform relative
to a benchmark portfolio or
another manager—use the timeweighted return equation, or its
approximation, the weighted
portfolio return.
• If you want to brag to friends
about how well your portfolio
did—use whichever return is
higher.

TABLE 2. DETERMINING PORTFOLIO RETURNS: POPULAR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS
Here is a list of the more popular software programs that will perform
compound return calculations for your portfolio.

Captool 5.1
DOS, Windows(beta)
$154.00 (30% discount for AAII members)
Captools Company
(800) 826-8082
www.captools.com
Centerpiece 5.0
Windows 95, Windows NT
$2,995
Performance Technologies, Inc.
(800) 528-9595
www.centerpiece.com
Easy ROR
DOS, Windows
$59.00 ($89.00 including asset allocation capabilities)
Hamilton Software, Inc.
(800) 733-9607
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Investor’s Accountant 5.0
DOS
$395.00 (25% discount for AAII members)
Hamilton Software, Inc.
(800) 733-9607
Portfolio Analyzer 5.0
DOS
$99.00
Hamilton Software, Inc.
(800) 733-9607
Quicken 98
DOS, Mac, Windows
Basic version: $34.95
Deluxe version: $44.95
Intuit, Inc.
(800) 446-8848
www.quicken.com

